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Dating the Pacific Drop
The Pacific drop event can't be dated by the current methods, 
because is not taken into consideration at least 3 major factors, 
according to this theory

The Pole shift provoke a change 
in the ice cap’s, what you might 
call today the end of the ice age.
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This event interferes with the currently dating process, therefore in this theory, the dating is esti-
mated by events, the next papers will show some events that we collect to build a new chronology.

<-- The deposit pro-
voke a slow 
down on the 
rotation speed

<-- Pole shift, 
a change on 
the Earth’s 
axis

How will the current dating methods beave before the 
effects of this event around 10.000 years ago?

The Earth before the Pacific drop 
had a much easier topography, 
without the mountain ranges and 
carrying shallow oceans and 
rivers, crisscrossing the old crust.

The Pacific Drop, a large 
amount of water drop where 
is the Pacific Ocean today, 
probably by an ice comet, 
planet size.

this large deposit of ice water shuffles 
the od crust, creating the mountain belts, 
by folding the old crust and exposing 
ancient oceans to dry land, and creating 
the deep oceans, leaving behind the drag 
marks pattern in the deep ocean floor.

* Note: it also can help to 
understand the Sumerian 
king’s list chronology as a 
reference, regarding the 
length of the years before and 
after the flood.

Why is the current Dating Process misleading?

2. Gravity increase 
by a large volume 
dropped at the event.

1. Crust Shuffle, folding and exposing the old 
crust in a geological puzzle, it can be noticed 
by observing the deep ocean floor drag marks 
pattern left by the event.

3. Earth’s rota-
tion changing to a 
lower speed and 
the  Pole Shift 
upon the event.changing the pace of days, mean-

ing the early days were shorter.

A change from lower 
to higher gravity force
by the volume deposit

A flood and the 
ring of fire origin

Slower rotation
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upon the event

Crust shuffle creating 
the deep oceans and 
a geological puzzle

Sumerin Kings list “This is not an answer, this is a question!”

What took place: Dating methods:

Stretched by 
volume deposit


